Pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins constitute the largest family of proteins in angiosperms, and most members are predicted to play roles in the maturation of organellar RNAs. Here we describe the novel mitochondrial editing factor 31 (MEF31), an E-PPR protein involved in editing at two close sites in the same transcript encoding subunit C of the twin-arginine translocation (tat) pathway. MEF31 is essential for editing at site tatC-581 and application of the recently proposed amino acid code for RNA recognition by PPR proteins supports the view that MEF31 directly targets this site by recognizing its cis sequence. In contrast, editing at site tatC-586 five nucleotides downstream is only partially affected in plants lacking MEF31, being restored to wild-type levels in complemented plants. Application of the amino acid code and analysis of individual RNA molecules for editing at sites 581 and 586 suggest that MEF31 does not directly target site tatC-586, and only indirectly influences editing at this site. It is likely that editing at site tatC-581 improves recognition of the site tatC-586 cis sequence by a second unknown PPR protein.
Introduction
RNA editing is one of the major post-transcriptional RNA maturation steps in plant mitochondria and chloroplasts, changing at the RNA level the information encoded by organellar DNA. In flowering plants, this process involves C-to-U deaminations at 30-40 chloroplast sites and >400 mitochondrial sites (Giegé and Brennicke 1999 , Notsu et al. 2002 , Chateigner-Boutin and Small 2007 , Bentolila et al. 2008 . Most changes occur in mRNA coding regions and almost always modify their coding potential, either generating translational start or stop codons, or correcting codons to encode conserved amino acids (e.g. Covello and Gray 1989 , Gualberto et al. 1989 , Giegé and Brennicke 1999 .
Different experimental approaches, e.g. plastid transformation and in vitro and in organello editing systems, have shown that a region between À20 or À25 and +6 nucleotides relative to the C to be edited is generally necessary and sufficient for editing (e.g. Chaudhuri and Maliga 1996 , Farré et al. 2001 , Miyamoto et al. 2002 , Choury et al. 2004 , Takenaka et al. 2004 , Neuwirt et al. 2005 ). The regions upstream of the edited C in these cis-elements are recognized and bound by specific pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins (e.g. Tasaki et al. 2010 , Hammani et al. 2011 , Okuda et al. 2012 . In addition to the PPR proteins, the putative plant 'editosome' contains other trans-acting factors such as MORF/RIP (multiple organellar RNA editing factor/RNA editing factor-interacting protein), organelle RNA recognition motif protein (ORRM) and organellar zinc protein (OZ) which affect editing at multiple sites by unknown mechanisms (Bentolila et al. 2012 , Sun et al. 2013 , Takenaka et al. 2013b , Shi et al. 2016 .
In angiosperms, PPR proteins constitute a large family of >400 members involved in all steps of organellar RNA metabolism including splicing, nucleolytic processing, stabilization, editing and translation (reviewed in Barkan and Small 2014) . About half of these PPR proteins, the canonical P subfamily, possess tandem repeats of a degenerate motif of 35 amino acids, the P motif. The other half, the PLS subfamily, contain, in addition to P canonical motifs, the so-called shorter (S) and longer (L) motifs usually in alternate P-L-S arrangements . Moreover, 1-3 additional domains may be found at the C-termini of the PLS-PPR proteins: the E, the E+ and the DYW domain . To date, all characterized RNA editing specificity factors are PLS subclass PPR proteins and contain at least the E domain in addition to the tandem array of PPR motifs (Barkan and Small 2014) .
Although not yet proven beyond doubt, DYW domains seem to form the primary component of cytidine deaminase activity (e.g. Boussardon et al. 2014 , Hayes et al. 2015 , Wagoner et al. 2015 .
PPR proteins bind to specific RNA sequences with their PPR motifs, and a recognition code between these PPR motifs and the nucleotides in the RNA has recently been proposed and experimentally validated (Barkan et al. 2012 , Takenaka et al. 2013a , Yagi et al. 2013 , Yin et al. 2013 , Gully et al. 2015 , Shen et al. 2016 ). There is a modular one repeat (PPR motif)-one nucleotide (RNA cis-element) binding in which two amino acids in each repeat are the major determinants defining nucleotide identity: amino acids at positions 6 and 1' (the first amino acid of the next motif). In the case of RNA editing, PPR motifs are aligned to the RNA such that the C-terminal S motif is in contact with the nucleotide at the À4 position (relative to the C to be edited).
Here we describe the identification of the Arabidopsis MEF31 gene encoding a PPR protein of the E subclass. This protein is essential for editing at one site (C581) in the mitochondrial tatC transcript (twin arginine translocation C, also known as orfX or mttB, for membrane targeting and translocation B). MEF31 (mitochondrial editing factor 31) also influences editing at the nearby site tatC-586, probably by modifying its cis-element through editing at site 581.
Results

AT2G46050 is a mitochondrial E-PPR protein
We have previously selected PPR candidates for putative transfactors of mitochondrial RNA editing based on four criteria: evidence of expression, predicted mitochondrial destination, members of the PLS subfamily and low identity with other PPR proteins. This approach allowed us to identify MEF25 and MEF26 which are absolutely required for RNA editing at sites nad1-308 and cox3-311, respectively (Arenas-M. et al. 2013 , Arenas-M. et al. 2014 . MEF26 also influences editing efficiency at site nad4-166 (Arenas-M. et al. 2014 ). Here we evaluated a third candidate gene from our list, At2g46050, which encodes an E-PPR protein of 590 amino acids.
Four algorithms predicted mitochondrial targeting (Predotar, Target P, iPSORT and Mitoprot2; Claros and Vincens 1996 , Emanuelsson et al. 2000 , Bannai et al. 2002 , Small et al. 2004 . In order to confirm these predictions, the region encoding the N-terminal 117 amino acids of AT2G46050 was fused to the green fluorescent protein (GFP) and the construct was used to transform Arabidopsis plants. GFP fluorescence showed the characteristic mitochondrial punctuate pattern in leaf protoplasts (Fig. 1A) , seedling roots (Fig. 1B) and guard cells (Fig. 1C) from these transgenic plants. In all cases, GFP fluorescence overlapped with that of Mitotracker Orange, and is clearly distinct from Chl fluorescence in protoplasts and guard cells. Thus, our results strongly suggest that the AT2G46050 protein is targeted to mitochondria and not to chloroplasts.
AT2G46050 (MEF31) is involved in editing of the mitochondrial tatC transcript
We designated the protein encoded by At2g46050 as MEF31, based on the molecular phenotype described below for its mutants. To analyze the function of AT2G46050, we obtained two independent mutants from the SAIL (mef31-1) and SALK (mef31-2) T-DNA insertional mutant collections. Homozygous mutant plants were isolated and the position of the T-DNAs determined by PCR and sequencing: they are located 680 bp (mef31-1) and 993 bp (mef31-2) downstream of the translation initiation codon, respectively ( Fig. 2A; Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
To evaluate the role of AT2G46050 (MEF31) in organellar RNA editing, we analyzed leaf RNA from wild-type and mef31-1 mutant plants by the multiplexed SNapShot approach (Takenaka and Brennicke 2009) . With this assay we monitored 269 editing sites (including all plastid sites) and found an editing defect at site 581 of the tatC mitochondrial transcript, and no defects in editing of plastid transcripts, confirming our localization results.
To confirm the editing defect at site tatC-581, cDNA fragments corresponding to the tatC transcript were amplified by reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) and directly sequenced. In both mutants, editing at site tatC-581 was abolished (Fig. 2B) . Interestingly, among the 34 editing sites evaluated in tatC transcripts, one additional difference was found between wild-type and mutant plants: five nucleotides downstream of tatC-581, at site tatC-586, editing was reduced from 35% to 10-15% (Fig.  2B) . In contrast, editing at the adjacent site tatC-587 was not affected, this site being completely edited in both mutants and wild-type plants. When we introduced the full-length MEF31 gene under the control of the Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter into homozygous mef31-1 mutant plants, RNA editing was restored to wild-type levels at site tatC-581 (75-80%) and also at site tatC-586 (30-35%) in one complemented line (Fig. 2B) . Furthermore, a correlation was found between editing at both sites when several independent complemented lines were analyzed (Supplementary Table S2 ).
To substantiate these defects further in tatC RNA editing, in particular that observed at site tatC-586, cDNAs from 2-weekold seedlings were cloned and individual clones were sequenced ( Table 1) . Among 26 editing sites examined, the only significant differences between mutant and wild-type plants were found at sites 581 and 586, with reductions in editing efficiency similar to those observed by direct sequencing of RT-PCR products derived from leaves.
Altogether, these results show that MEF31 is required for editing at site tatC-581 and suggest that the decrease in editing at site tatC-586 is indeed due to MEF31 disruption.
The combination of non-edited Cs and edited Us at sites 581 and 586 was further analyzed (Fig. 3) . Sixty-six out of 83 wild-type cDNA clones were edited at site 581 and, among these 66 clones, 30 (45%) were also edited at site 586. In contrast, among the 17 cDNA clones not edited at site 581, only two (12%) were edited at site 586. Furthermore, among the 66 mutant cDNA clones with a C581, a total of 13 (20%) were edited at site 586. These results clearly show that editing at site 581 is not absolutely required for editing at site 586 (12-20% editing is still observed when site 581 is a C). They also indicate that editing at site 581 may increase editing efficiency at site 586 (see below).
The PPR protein-RNA recognition code predicts that MEF31 targets tatC-581 but not tatC-586
In vitro and in organello assays have revealed that a region of 20-25 nucleotides upstream and six nucleotides downstream is generally sufficient for RNA editing at specific cytidines. According to the proposed amino acid code for RNA recognition by PPR proteins (Barkan et al. 2012 , Takenaka et al. 2013a , Yagi et al. 2013 , in which one PPR motif interacts with one nucleotide in the RNA, the 14 PPR modules of MEF31 could recognize the À17 to À4 cis region of the target editing site (Fig. 4) . Recognition starts from nucleotide position À4 relative to the edited C in the transcript aligned to the S2 C-terminal PPR motif, and extends to the 5' end in the RNA and the Nterminus in the PPR protein. Binding probabilities between the PPR motif and a nucleotide are determined by the sixth amino acid in the PPR motif and the first amino acid (1') of the next (to the C-terminus) PPR motif, and are shown for each of the MEF31 PPR motifs in Fig. 4A , where a green background indicates a positive correlation (i.e. a preferred nucleotide) and a red background a negative correlation (i.e. the nucleotide would be selected against) (Takenaka et al. 2013a ). Thus, the PPR-nucleotide recognition code of MEF31 clearly matches the À17 to À4 tatC-581 upstream sequence and not the À17 to À4 upstream sequences of either tatC-586 or tatC-587 (Fig. 4B) .
Estimation of the binding probabilities of MEF31 to each of the 430 mitochondrial editing sites ranks the tatC-581 at the first position (most probable target, lower P-value) (Fig. 4B) . In contrast, sites tatC-586 and tatC-587 would not be recognized by MEF31 (P > 1.00E-02). In summary, data are consistent with MEF31 being directly involved in tatC-581 editing and indirectly affecting editing at site tatC-586.
Conservation of tatC-581editing and putative MEF31 orthologs
In wild-type Arabidopsis plants, editing at site tatC-581 changes the codon identity from proline (CCA) to leucine (CUA). Structural analysis of the 590 amino acid sequence predicts 14 pentatricopeptide repeats (PPRs) (arrows) and a C-terminal E domain. P represents the classic PPR motif, L and S the so-called long and short PPR motifs, respectively. The insertions in the two mutants are located in the sixth and ninth PPR motifs, (details in Supplementary Fig. S1 ). (B) MEF31 is necessary for editing at site tatC-581 and its absence reduces editing efficiency at site tatC-586 without affecting editing at site tatC-587. Direct sequence analysis of RT-PCR products derived from leaf RNA of 4-week-old wildtype, mutant and complemented plants. Editing efficiencies were estimated from T and C peak heights and are indicated in red.
This editing event is conserved in most angiosperms ( Fig. 5A ; Table 2 ), and the encoded leucine is highly conserved in plants, including Marchantia polymorpha where it is genomically encoded (Fig. 5B) . Thus the absence of editing at this site in the mef31 mutants would generate a protein with a proline at this otherwise conserved leucine; however, no phenotypic alterations were observed during growth of mef31 mutants when compared with wild-type plants, at least under standard growth conditions (not shown). In contrast, editing at site tatC-586 has no effect on protein sequence (silent editing). Indeed, all transcripts edited at site 586 in either wild-type plants (40% , Table 1 ) or mef31 mutant plants (19% , Table 1 ) are also edited at site 587. Thus CUA and UUA codons, both encoding leucine, were present and the UCA (serine) codon was absent in analyzed transcripts. Interestingly, tatC-586 is also partially edited (and silent) in canola and rice, and is not edited in other angiosperms ( Fig. 5A; Table 2) .
A survey of databases for tatC gene sequences shows that most species, including dicots, monocots, the basal angiosperm Amborella trichopoda and the gymnosperm Cycas taitungensis, have genomic Cs at positions 581, 586 and 587. Only in a few cases is a T581 found in the mitochondrial DNA: Allium cepa, Silene latifolia and some species from the order Lamiales (e.g. Ajuga reptans, Salvia miltiorrhiza and Sesamum indicum). In all these species, there is a genomic C at position 586 and, except Fig. 4 The amino acid code for RNA recognition by PPR proteins predicts that tatC-581 and not tatC-586 is a direct MEF31 target. (A) Prediction of the preferred RNA sequence recognized by MEF31. Prediction was done according to Takenaka etal. (2013a) . Types of PPR repeats are indicated and amino acids at positions 6 and 1' of each PPR motif are shown below. Scores for binding of each PPR motif to the four nucleotides are given and shaded green for a significant positive correlation (preferred nucleotide) and red for a significant negative correlation (selected against), both at P < 0.05. (B) The À4 to À17 sequences of the editing sites tatC-581, tatC-586 and tatC-587 were aligned with the MEF31 PPR motifs, and binding scores are given below each nucleotide. The U resulting from editing at site 581 is shaded yellow (positions À5 and À6 relative to sites 586 and 587, respectively). The P-values for each sequence were calculated with the FIMO program to estimate the probabilities of binding to MEF31. for A. reptans and S. latifolia, a genomic C also at position 587. We analyzed tatC transcript editing in A. cepa, S. latifolia and several Lamiales: in these species, a very low level of editing, if any, is observed at site 586 (Table 3; Supplementary Fig. S2 ). Thus, in several species which either edit C581 ( Table 2) or have a genomic T581 (Table 3) , there is no significant editing at site 586.
Using A. thaliana MEF31 as query in a BLAST search, putative orthologs were identified in several species ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). These putative orthologs show 76% (Brassica napus) to 42% (Oryza sativa) identity with the Arabidopsis protein, and similarities extend from the first PPR motif to the E domain (except that rice and Amborella lack four N-terminal PPR motifs). Interestingly, amino acids at positions 6 and 1' in P and S motifs, which are important for target RNA recognition, are generally conserved ( Supplementary Fig.  S3A ). Furthermore, most changes do not drastically affect binding probabilities to the tatC cis sequence ( Supplementary Fig.  S3B ): for instance, in the third S motif, both T 6 N 1 0 (three species) and S 6 N 1 0 (seven species) preferentially recognize the A at position À10 present in all species. The exception is the third P motif (from the N-terminus) which is presumed to bind the U Editing at each site was estimated as the number of edited/total RNA sequences retrieved from NCBI as described in the Materials and Methods. The percentage of editing is given in parentheses.
at position À9 in the tatC transcript. Indeed, although in six species an expected N 6 D 1 ' preferentially recognizing U and selecting against purines is found, in another five species a T 6 D 1 ' would prefer G and select against U ( Supplementary Fig. S3B ).
At this stage, it is not possible to know if the number of positive interactions found in these five species would be sufficient for binding of the putative MEF31 orthologs to the tatC target or, since the difference at the middle of the PPR protein seems to be critical according to the prediction program, these MEF31 homologs may target a different C. It is also interesting to point out that no putative MEF31 orthologs were identified in species with complete genomes sequenced and having a genomic T581 (e.g. Mimulus guttatus and Sesamum indicum).
Discussion
We have identified MEF31 as a mitochondrial E-PPR protein involved in editing at two sites in the tatC (orfX, mttB) transcript. MEF31 is required for editing at site tatC-581, whereas editing at site tatC-586 is only partially affected in the two analyzed mef31 mutant lines ( Fig. 2 ; Table 1 ). Since editing at both sites is restored in mutant plants complemented with the MEF31 wild-type gene (Fig. 2) , we conclude that defects in editing at both sites are indeed due to the absence of MEF31. A possible explanation for residual editing at site tatC-586 in mef31 mutants is that this site is able to recruit another specificity factor (see below). In contrast to what is observed at sites 581 and 586, editing at the adjacent tatC-587 site is independent of MEF31, being efficiently edited in the presence or absence of this protein.
Analysis of the combination of Cs and Us at sites 581 and 586 in individual tatC cDNA molecules demonstrates that editing at site 581 is not absolutely necessary for editing at site 586, and also suggests that site 586 is edited more efficiently when a U is present at position 581 (Fig. 3) , raising the possibility of an indirect effect of MEF31 on editing at site tatC-586. Application of the proposed amino acid code for RNA recognition by PPR proteins strengthens our conclusion that tatC-581 and not tatC-586 is a direct target of MEF31 (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, lack of editing at site 586 in plants that edit site 581 ( Table  2) is consistent with the hypothesis that the PPR factor targeting C581 (MEF31 in Arabidopsis) does not directly target C586. The most straightforward explanation for an indirect effect of MEF31 on editing at site 586 is that a U at position 581 (À5 relative to the C to be edited) would improve recognition of the tatC-586 cis-element by a second unknown PPR protein (model in Fig. 6 ), and the absence of this second PPR protein may explain lack of C586 editing in plants that either edit C581 ( Table 2) or have a genomic-encoded T581 (Table 3) . Furthermore, a third PPR protein would target site 587, and in this case its binding would not be influenced by the pyrimidine present at À6 (C or U581).
Identification of a distinct PPR protein required for editing at site tatC-586 and having a 6,1' amino acid pair able to discriminate between C and U at À5 would support our hypothesis. The amino acid code for interactions between PPR proteins and RNA was thus applied to identify putative candidates for sites tatC-586 and tatC-587. In the case of site 587, no clear candidate was found (P-values between 1.25E-03 and 4.89E-03 for the top 10 candidates). The top candidate for site 586 is AT4G18840, an E-PPR protein, which would recognize the unedited sequence better than the edited sequence (Supplementary Table S3 ). Although this may argue against our hypothesis, it is important to consider that site 586 is only partially edited, and PPR protein binding may be weak and difficult to predict. Thus lower ranked candidates, for instance those such as AT4G21065 which is predicted to bind better to the edited sequence, may be the real factor for tatC-586 editing. Moreover, it is clear from previous data, e.g. low ranks in prediction of genuine editing sites, that the code needs further refinement to explain site specificity fully (Takenaka et al. 2013a ). Clarification of this issue would require the analysis of editing in mutants of the PPR protein candidates, and in vitro binding studies of these PPR proteins to edited and unedited sequences as described by Tasaki et al. (2010) .
A similar model in which editing of the cis sequence of a C to be edited allows more efficient editing of this particular C has been proposed previously in one case, that of two sites separated by 18 nucleotides in the Physcomitrella patens ccmFc transcript (Tasaki et al. 2010 , Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al. 2013 ). On one hand, the PPR protein 65 (PPR_65) is required for editing at site ccmFc-103, and both the amino acid recognition code and in vitro binding studies supported direct targeting of this site and not of downstream site ccmFc-122 (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al. 2013 ). On the other hand, PPR_71 was shown to be required for editing at site 122, and Editing at sites 586 and 587 was estimated as the number of edited/total RNA sequences retrieved from NCBI as described in the Materials and Methods. The percentage of editing is given in parentheses.
Five species have a CTA codon (T581 underlined) and S. latifolia a CTG codon. The codon including sites 586 and 587 is CCA in A. cepa, S. miltiorrhiza, S. indicum and M. guttatus, as in A. thaliana, CTG in S. latifolia (editing at site 586 would be silent) and CAA in A. reptans (editing at site 586 would result in a premature stop codon).
direct targeting of site 122 was supported by data (Tasaki et al. 2010 , Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al. 2013 ). However, editing at site 122 is also absolutely dependent on PPR_65, suggesting an indirect effect and, interestingly, Tasaki et al. (2010) showed that PPR_71 binds better to the ccmFc-122 cis sequence edited at site 103 than to the unedited sequence. As in the absence of PPR_65 the indirect effect on site 122 is dramatic (no editing), Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al. (2013) proposed that in addition to changes in the affinity of the second PPR protein by editing of its target sequence, RNA secondary structures may be being disrupted by binding of the first PPR protein (and/or the C-to-U modification), thus allowing access of the second PPR protein. We could not discard this alternative hypothesis to explain the indirect effect of MEF31 on the tatC-586 site.
Recently evidence for the presence of the twin-arginine translocation pathway (tat) in plant mitochondria has been reported (Carrie et al. 2016 , Senkler et al. 2017 . Mitochondrial tatC is a functional gene, i.e. its mRNA is translated into protein, and a nuclear-encoded TatB subunit was shown to be localized in the inner mitochondrial membrane and to be necessary for plant growth (Carrie et al. 2016) . In mef31 mutant plants, lack of editing at site 581 results in the change of Leu194 by proline (in contrast, decreased editing at site 586 do not alter the TatC amino acid sequence). Despite the conservation of editing at site 581 and of Leu194 encoded by the edited codon in plants ( Fig. 5; Table 2 ) and the presence of putative MEF31 orthologs in other species ( Supplementary  Fig. S3 ), no phenotypic alterations were observed in mef31 mutant plants at least under standard growth conditions, suggesting that alteration of Leu194 to proline is tolerable. These plants may be considered as plants carrying a point mutation in TatC (Leu194Pro) and, although no gross alterations were observed in these plants, more subtle effects may occur, for instance in the biogenesis of complex III (Carrie et al. 2016) . Two additional PPR proteins have been identified as editing factors of the tatC transcript. REME1 influences editing at sites tatC-552 and nad2-558; however, neither editing event alters the amino acid sequence (silent editing) (Bentolila et al. 2010) . SLO2 is essential for editing at sites tatC-144 (silent) and tatC-145 (proline CCG codon changed to the serine UCG codon) and influences editing at site tatC-666 (silent) (Zhu et al. 2012) . Thus, slo2 mutant plants have one amino acid difference in the TatC protein when compared with wild-type plants, a proline replacing Ser49. Although these plants show a severe growth-retarded phenotype, additional editing defects in transcripts encoding complex I subunits (NAD1, NAD4L and NAD7) precludes unambiguous assignments of phenotypic alterations to particular editing defects (Zhu et al. 2012 ). The 'editosome' acting on tatC-581 would contain at least MEF31 as specificity factor, MORF8/RIP1 and ORRM4. PPR motifs are represented by circles, and in MEF31 they are colored brown (L), yellow (S) and green (P). When C581 is edited to U, a second PPR protein (MEFXX) binds better to the tatC-586 cis sequence because U581 interacts with a PPR motif in MEFXX. The number and nature of the PPR motifs in MEFXX are unknown, as is the presence or not of a DYW domain at the C-terminus. The editosome acting on C586, and also on C587 which is edited independently, would contain MORF8/RIP1 and ORRM4 (see text). (B) In the absence of MEF31, or in wild-type transcripts not edited at C581, recognition of the C586 sequence by MEFXX is weakened by the lack of interaction between C581 and the corresponding PPR motif.
The editosome acting on target sites tatC-581, 586 and 587 would contain, at least in some steps, MORF8/RIP1 and ORRM4 (Fig. 6) . MORF8/RIP1 affects a high proportion (>70%) of all mitochondrial editing events, and in the tatC transcript almost all editing sites including sites 581, 586 and 587 are MORF8/RIP1 dependent (Bentolila et al. 2012 , Bentolila et al. 2013 . In contrast to other sites in the tatC transcript, editing at sites 581, 586 and 587 is independent of other members of the MORF/RIP family of proteins (Bentolila et al. 2012 , Bentolila et al. 2013 . Finally, editing at a high proportion of the tatC sites including 581, 586 and 587 is affected by silencing ORRM4 (Shi et al. 2016) . Putative interactions between MEF31, MORF8/RIP1, ORRM4 and other editing factors remain to be determined. Recently, the crystal structure of a PLS-PPR protein-MORF9 complex has been determined, together with those of the individual proteins: binding of MORF9 induces a conformational change in the PLS-PPR protein that correlates with increased RNA binding activity of this protein (Yan et al. 2017 ).
Materials and Methods
Analysis of MEF31 subcellular localization
The DNA sequence encoding the N-terminal 117 amino acids of MEF31 was obtained by PCR, using genomic DNA as template and primers amino-mef31F and amino-mef31R (Supplementary Table S1 ). The PCR product was first cloned into pENTR/SD/D-TOPO (Invitrogen) and then recombined into pK7FGW2 (Karimi et al. 2007 ). This construct, in which the fusion between the N-terminal amino acids of MEF31 and GFP is under the control of the CaMV35S promoter, was verified by DNA sequencing and introduced into Agrobacterium tumefaciens GV3101 by electroporation. Arabidopsis plants were transformed by the floral dip procedure (Clough and Bent 1998) , and several independent transgenic lines were selected with kanamycin. Protoplasts were prepared from leaves (Wu et al. 2009 ), and GFP and Mitotracker Orange (Invitrogen) fluorescence was analyzed with a confocal microscope (Nikon C2+) in the protoplasts and in roots and guard cells from transgenic plants.
Genotyping of mutant plants
Two T-DNA insertion mutant lines in the Columbia-0 (Col-0) background were obtained from the ABRC Stock Center. They were designated mef31-1 (SAIL_451_B04; CS820747) and mef31-2 (SALK_146433). Seeds were sown on half-strength Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium with 0.8% agar; seedlings were grown for 2 weeks in a 16 h/8 h day/night cycle at 22 C and then transferred to soil and grown for an additional 2-6 weeks under the same conditions. To identify homozygous mutant plants, genotyping was carried out by PCR as described (León et al. 2007 ), using the primers listed in Supplementary  Table S1 .
Complementation of the editing defect in mef31-1 mutant plants
The MEF31 coding region was obtained by PCR with Col-0 genomic DNA as template, forward primer amino-mef31F and reverse primer mef31stopR (Supplementary Table S1 ). It was cloned into pENTR/SD/D-TOPO and then recombined into pMDC32 (http://www.arabidopsis.org). The construct with the MEF31 coding region under the control of the CaMV35S promoter was used to transform homozygous mef31-1 mutant plants as described above for the localization construct. T 1 seeds were selected for hygromycin resistance, RNA was prepared from leaves of four independent transgenic lines, tatC (orfX) transcript was amplified as described below and RT-PCR products were directly sequenced.
Analysis of RNA editing
Total RNA was obtained from leaves of 4-to 6-week-old plants or 15-day-old seedlings with the TRIzol reagent, according to the manufacturer's protocol (Invitrogen). RNAs from wild-type and homozygous mef31-1 mutant plants were examined by single base extension 'SNapShot analysis' for differential RNA editing at specific sites (Takenaka and Brennicke 2009) . To confirm the editing defect, tatC (orfX) cDNAs were prepared by RT-PCR, with RNAs obtained from wild-type Col-0 plants, mef31-1 and mef31-2 homozygous mutant plants and complemented plants (mef31-1 plants transformed with the wildtype MEF31 gene). For cDNA synthesis, 1-2 mg of RNA, the specific primer orfX-775R (Supplementary Table S1 ) and M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega) were used, following the supplier's instructions. PCR amplifications were done in 25 ml, with 0.5 U of Taq DNA polymerase, one-tenth of the cDNA, the reverse primer orfX-775R and either orfX-4F or orfX-267F as forward primers (Supplementary Table S1 ). Products were either directly sequenced or cloned into pGEM-T Easy and sequenced (Macrogen) .
Editing efficiency at each site was calculated by the ratio of the T and C peak heights when directly sequencing RT-PCR products or by the ratio of edited to total clones. In the latter case, significant differences (P < 0.05) in editing efficiencies between wild-type and mutant plants were evaluated by Fisher's exact test for frequency tables, using the GraphPad Prism 6 software (http:// www.graphpad.com).
Analysis of tatC editing in other plants
The Sequence Read Archive (SRA) of the NCBI was searched to retrieve data from RNA-seq experiments (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/). For each plant, a BLAST analysis was conducted using as query an 'edited' Arabidopsis tatC transcript fragment including 150 nucleotides upstream and 150 nucleotides downstream of the tatC-581 site. RNA sequences were then aligned to the genomic sequence of the same plant, and the extent of editing at each site was estimated as the number of sequences having a T/total number of sequences (T + C).
Prediction of MEF31 target editing sites
The binding potential of MEF31 to editing sites tatC-581, tatC-586 and tatC-587 was estimated by the method of Takenaka et al. (2013a) . The 14 MEF31 PPR motifs were aligned to the 5' nucleotide sequences of all known RNA editing sites in Arabidopsis, with nucleotide À4 (four nucleotides upstream of the edited C) assigned to the S2 motif. Binding values for each PPR domain were calculated with the FIMO program in the MEME suite (http://meme.nbcr.net/ meme/fimo-intro.html) with 30 nucleotide upstream sequences of editing sites. Predicted targets were ranked by their P-value.
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